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Where East Meets West: On Some Locations of America
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signi cance not only (explicitly) by Turner, but also less directly by such writers and thinkers
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relocating, like Whitman in “Passage to India,” two of the cardinal directions of the world
and thus, as it were, “transnationalizing” America.
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John Donne, quite a long time ago now, compared his mistress going to bed (in
“To His Mistress Going to Bed,” 1631) to America, thus expressing his desire for a
singular possession and a singular rule over a territory:
/LFH FH P URYL J KD
D OHW WKHP JR
HIRUH EHKL
EHWZHH DERYH EHORZ
P PHULFD P 1HZIR OD
0 NL J RP DIH W ZKH ZLWK R H PD PD
0 PL H RI SUHFLR
WR H P HPSHU
How am I blest in thus discovering thee! (l. 25-30)

What appears to have incited the poet’s magniloquence is the grammatically feminine
gender of the name of the continent(s) which, in Donne’s time, had already been
discovered, though remained as yet unexplored. Columbus’s work of discovery and
the symbolic marriage with Vespucci, whose feminized rst name America carries, go
unmentioned in this well—known poem, and the discovery literally lies in the hands
of the loving caresser. e name, which is a token of the conviction that America has
already rightfully belonged to Europe, still awakens the need of discovery, though
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the discovery is not exactly a matter of becoming recognized or identi ed. America
is posited as an imaginary source of richness, of precious stones to be excavated from
beneath the surface of her Italian name in the form of pure pleasure of individual
possession of a woman.
is America of old is not a land of knowing, an object of an intellectual
inquiry. Rather, it is a space of “having,” the only trace of knowing being that of
“manning”—perhaps in the manner Adam “manned” Eve through what King James
translated by means of the verb “to know” (“And Adam knew Eve his wife,” Gen. 4.1).
Donne is in fact not interested in anything coming from overseas, and the woman
he desires to “man” is not an American woman, but a European and perhaps an
English one. e newness of this seemingly new “land” consists in her nakedness, in
her becoming “unlaced” so as to reveal the “beauteous state” of the body. is state
is not, as yet, an “empery,” a body politic, though it will become one at the end of
the poem, where the body of the naked man covers the naked body of the woman
in a scene which is a peculiar scene of teaching: “To teach thee, I am naked rst;
why then / What needst thou have more covering than a man?” (l. 47-48). However
farfetched and incongruous the metaphysical conceit may be, the project lurking in
the poem seems to be quite consistent. e America which gures in it is but a bare
territory, a land without Indians upon which a new world will be built by a uni cation
of European bodies, in which “manning” of women is at the same time a kind of
protective clothing and building, a covering of the land by men whose nakedness is,
say, not quite naked and serves the function of sheltering and securing the nakedness
of the feminine body. What is thus, though implicitly, brought into the discourse
about America is a reworking of the Adamic myth of innocence and life in a paradise,
though one in which the desire to “fondle” women is not a sign of human fall, but part
and parcel of the newness of the future o ered by the new world. e experience of
post-lapsarian shame is quite cunningly eliminated from that world through positing
naked Adam as a kind of clothing, as a carrier of an innocent culture which, in the
American context, will become the sign of progress and achievement. is innocent
covering of the feminine, the covering whose production does not need any activity
on her part, constitutes a proto-culture in which labor, another post-lapsarian e ect,
gures as “manning” in the economic sense—providing a crew of people to perform
some kind of work.
It was in this vein that the now classical gure of R. W. B. Lewis’s American
Adam reappeared in the nineteenth century as an ideal of national persona—an
“image contrived to embody the most fruitful contemporary ideas… that of the
authentic American as a gure of heroic innocence and vast potentialities poised
at the start of a new history” (i). Interestingly, Lewis calls this proto-culture the
beginning of “a native American mythology” (i)—the word “native” marking Adam
as newly born in America, as a native who is not quite identi able with Indians.
e new world needs a new kind of paradise in which innocence is a heroic kind of
work. Work thus, importantly, ceases to be God’s punishment for transgression, but
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a potentiality not so much of regaining paradise, but of making it anew, away from
the east, away from England and Europe. From the American perspective, the Old
World becomes an unwelcome space, perhaps the space east of Eden to which Cain
was exiled (Genesis 4:16).
Donne’s imaginary transoceanic excursion to America seems to be a trait of
the exhaustion of England, and perhaps also of Europe, as a place of authentic and
innocent “manning.” e potential of authentic possession, of manning by one man, is
in Donne transported to America, to the west, which gures as a land of newness no
longer accessible on the old continent. e old world demands a resurrection, a new
nativity which the discovery of the new world has begun to promise. America stands
for the promise of the change of the world and constitutes the frontier of that world,
the promise of transition in which America itself, or perhaps herself, is also so to speak
transitory. Adam should live in Paradise, not in America, and the new history Lewis
envisions may well be read as the history of the world rather than that of America.
America is di cult to embrace as a being in itself, as an autonomous
sovereign entity or state, as it is in fact more or less the whole of the Western world
that has contributed to its making. Writing that “America was… the achievement by
which Europe most truly revealed her own nature” (387), Fernand Braudel seems
to be claiming that America is an expression of a nature that could not be fully
expressed in Europe, an expression of a desire to break free from the old, which
also speaks beneath the rhetoric of possession in Donne’s poem. Geographically, this
desire for the new beginning seems to be paradoxical, as the location of America west
of Europe is rhetorically loaded with an end, with the end of the day, with decline,
or with death. It is in the east that things begin, but they inevitably move westward,
though not necessarily toward an end. It is again John Donne who in “Hymn to God,
My God, in My Sickness” brings in the theme, claiming that topographically, east
and west are one and that their meeting place is the promise of resurrection: “What
shall my east hurt me? As west and east / In all at maps—and I am one—are one. /
So death doth touch the resurrection” (l. 13-15). It is not exactly, as Ladan Niayesch
writes, that the east is “a place diversely evoking resurrection and the siege of earthly
Paradise” (47). e evocation is instigated through the encounter of the west which,
rather than a place, is a direction, an unexplored space of the future whose earthly
token may well be Donne’s America, a paradise of unity situated somewhere away
from the old world.
West as the direction of a new beginning was a theme dear to Henry David
oreau, to whom Donne’s poetry was quite well known: he ascribed to the poet
“an occasional ne distinction and poetic utterance of a high order” (qtd. in Smith
191). e west of which oreau spoke, however, did not gure as Donne’s “empery.”
It “was but another name for the Wild,” and it was there, in the wildness of this
west, that he was famously seeking the preservation of the world, nding the east
to be an unwelcome burden of the past: “Eastward I go only by force; but westward
I go free” ( oreau 34). Going, or walking, west is a liberating movement which he
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also calls “progress.” He ascribes it not only to Americans, but generally to mankind,
though without attributing to that movement any particular task or end: “I must walk
toward Oregon, and not toward Europe. And that way the nation is moving, and I
may say that mankind progress from east to west” (34). ough from John Donne’s
seventeenth-century perspective there was only one America, oreau’s America
seems to be split into two wests, a division both temporal and spatial. His Oregon lies
not only west of Concord, but also in the future, while both Oregon and Concord lie,
importantly, west of Europe, which, like the biblical land of Nod, is located not only
east of the Eden of the new world, but also in the past:
:H JR HD WZDU WR UHDOL]H KL WRU D
W
WKH ZRUN RI DUW D OLWHUDW UH
UHWUDFL J WKH WHS RI WKH UDFH ZH JR ZH WZDU D L WR WKH I W UH ZLWK D
SLULW RI H WHUSUL H D D YH W UH 7KH WOD WLF L D /HWKHD WUHDP L R U
SD DJH RYHU ZKLFK ZH KDYH KD D RSSRUW LW WR IRUJHW WKH RO ZRUO
D LW L WLW WLR ,I ZH R RW FFHH WKL WLPH WKHUH L SHUKDS R H
PRUH FKD FH IRU WKH UDFH OHIW EHIRUH LW DUULYH R WKH ED N RI WKH 6W [
and that is in the Lethe of the Paci c, which is three times as wide. (34)

ough the old world has not been quite forgotten and reminds about itself on the
American east coast, there is still a hope to cross another water of forgetfulness, another
Lethe, which is located this time west of America. To move west in fact means to
follow the Sun, the universally natural way of the world, and oreau quite explicitly
calls the Sun “the Great Western Pioneer” who “appears to migrate westward daily
and tempt us to follow him” (35). Not everybody, however, yields to the temptation,
and some decide to live a sedentary life of settlers—a life that is, as most readers of
oreau well know, the life of quiet desperation—and remain, at least mentally, in the
east. oreau’s westward movement is a re ection of a global kind of desire to know
more than oneself, which he evokes in Walden through a slightly distorted reference
to the Enlightenment call of Alexander Pope. Pope’s “Know then yself ” from An
Essay on Man changes in Walden into “explore yself,” the exploration being much
more demanding than simple observation as it transgresses all borders and divisions:
REH WKH SUHFHSW RI WKH RO SKLOR RSKHU D ([SORUH WK HOI HUHL DUH
HPD H WKH H H D WKH HUYH
6WDUW RZ R WKDW IDUWKH W ZH WHU
way, which does not pause at the Mississippi or the Paci c, nor conduct
toward a worn-out China or Japan, but leads on direct, a WDQJHQW WR WKL
SKHUH PPHU D ZL WHU D D
LJKW
RZ PRR RZ D DW
last earth down too. (287, italics added)

oreau’s progress goes west tangentially, and the exploration thus performed only
touches the land, perhaps, as in Donne, caresses it with roving hands, though, in
oreau, without appropriating the land. e progress is contiguous to the surface
of the America located west of the Mississippi, and to the world west of the Paci c,
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which has been traditionally classi ed as eastern. What prompts this exploration is
“the westward tendency” ( oreau 609) which oreau ascribes in Walking also to
Columbus, who going west was also going east, though not necessarily to America:
, ZDON R W L WR D DW UH FK D WKH RO SURSKHW D SRHW 0H
0R H
Homer, Chaucer, walked in. You may name it America, but it is not
America. Neither Americus Vespucius, nor Columbus, nor the rest were
WKH L FRYHUHU RI LW 7KHUH L D WU HU DFFR W RI LW L 0 WKRORJ WKD L
any history of America so called that I have seen. (604)

America, or whatever you name it, gures here as something that nowadays may
well be called a transnational project, a project in which one may observe America
neither from within nor from above, but as it were tangentially. oreau, praising
the tangential movement with nature, did study America, though from a slightly
estranged perspective, and saw in it both continuations of Europe and ways of
evading those continuations, though not in the building of an exceptional nation
demanding obedience from its citizens-members. A tangential perspective allows
for a certain non-belonging, a view from the vantage point of a neighbor rather
than that of a member, a perspective that allows one to individually wander, or
saunter, without territorializing the space in which one is moving. We all neighbor
with America, and perhaps it is the idea of neighboring which might enable us to
evade being “enmeshed in a battle over the idea of America” (299), as Alice KesslerHarris phrases it, to evade the search for the essences of America and its identities,
and look for Americas in what seems to be our own milieus. Such a transnational
perspective is also, inevitably, a multicultural one. As such, Kessler-Harris writes,
“despite its refusal to acknowledge a stable meaning or precise unchanging de nition
of America,” it “nevertheless opens the possibility of conceiving democratic culture
as a process in whose transformation we are all invited to participate” (313).
ough oreau scarcely used the word “democracy” in his writings, in Civil
Disobedience it appears alongside the idea of respect for individual neighboring with
an imaginary state which as yet has not been discovered, even in the already existing
America:
, D HPRFUDF
FK D ZH N RZ LW WKH OD W LPSURYHPH W SR LEOH L
JRYHU PH W , LW RW SR LEOH WR WDNH D WHS I UWKHU WRZDU UHFRJ L]L J
D RUJD L]L J WKH ULJKW RI PD 7KHUH ZLOO HYHU EH D UHDOO IUHH
D H OLJKWH H 6WDWH WLO WKH 6WDWH FRPH WR UHFRJ L]H WKH L LYL DO
D D KLJKHU D L HSH H W SRZHU IURP ZKLFK DOO LW RZ SRZHU D
D WKRULW DUH HULYH D WUHDW KLP DFFRU L JO , SOHD H P HOI ZLWK
LPDJL L J D 6WDWH DW OD W ZKLFK FD DIIRU WR EH M W WR DOO PH D WR
WUHDW WKH L LYL DO ZLWK UH SHFW D D HLJKERU ZKLFK HYH ZR O RW
WKL N LW L FR L WH W ZLWK LW RZ UHSR H LI D IHZ ZHUH WR OLYH DORRI IURP
it, not meddling with it, nor embraced by it, who ful lled all the duties
RI HLJKERU D IHOORZ PH
6WDWH ZKLFK ERUH WKL NL RI IU LW D
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IIHUH LW WR URS RII D ID W D LW ULSH H ZR O SUHSDUH WKH ZD IRU D
WLOO PRUH SHUIHFW D JORULR 6WDWH ZKLFK DO R , KDYH LPDJL H E W RW
HW D ZKHUH HH

Perhaps America did prepare the way for a more perfect state, yet its westward
movement is not complete despite its frontier having moved away from the east and
having crossed the Mississippi. e west does awaken the truly democratic spirit;
it bears its fruit, but simultaneously drops it o in making it an object of the settler
economy governed by demands of sedentary life. West of the Mississippi is a promised
land in oreau, though not because of the possibility of settling, but rather because
of the potential of awakening wildness, even in domestic creatures which somehow
miraculously turn into bu alos:
, ORYH HYH WR HH WKH RPH WLF D LPDO UHD HUW WKHLU DWLYH ULJKW D
HYL H FH WKDW WKH KDYH RW ZKROO OR W WKHLU RULJL DO ZLO KDELW D
YLJRU D ZKH P HLJKERU FRZ EUHDN R W RI KHU SD W UH HDUO L WKH
spring and boldly swims the river, a cold, gray tide, twenty- ve or thirty
UR ZL H ZROOH E WKH PHOWH
RZ ,W L WKH E IIDOR FUR L J WKH
Mississippi. (621)

e state as it was in oreau’s time did not quite tolerate bu alos, bringing them to
near extinction at the end of the nineteenth century.
Having crossed the Mississippi, the state at that time paused at the Paci c and
o cially announced in 1890 the closing of the American frontier. e argument of
the superintendent of the U.S. Census for that year read that “[u]p to and including
1880 the country had a frontier of settlement, but at present the unsettled area has
been so broken into by isolated bodies of settlement that there can hardly be said to
be a frontier line” (qtd. in Turner, 199). Frederic Jackson Turner’s seminal essay “ e
Signi cance of the Frontier in American History,” which was prompted by the event,
was presented in 1893 at a special meeting of the American Historical Association
in Chicago that also celebrated four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of
America. Interestingly, for Turner the closing of the frontier did not mean the end of
the making of America, as with the “going” of the frontier “has closed the rst period
of American history” (227). is idea closes the essay, and potential future historical
developments are not predicted in it.
In the text of the essay, the movement of the frontier is presented as a smooth
process of America’s distancing herself from Europe. is process is in fact as natural
and unstoppable as the movement of a glacier, a blind kind of movement insensitive
to the question of the near extermination of Indians which it involved:
0RYL J ZH WZDU WKH IUR WLHU EHFDPH PRUH D PRUH PHULFD
FFH LYH WHUPL DO PRUDL H UH OW IURP FFH LYH JODFLDWLR
R HDFK
IUR WLHU OHDYH LW WUDFH EHKL LW D ZKH LW EHFRPH D HWWOH DUHD WKH
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UHJLR WLOO SDUWDNH RI WKH IUR WLHU FKDUDFWHUL WLF 7K WKH D YD FH RI WKH
frontier has meant a steady movement away from the in uence of Europe,
a steady growth of independence on American lines. (201)

e frontier, as it seems, cannot be fully closed, and its traces still remain in the
settled areas even in 1893, to which also the switch from the use of the past tense
to present perfect testi es. Turner’s America needs the frontier, and John Kennedy’s
1960 project of New Frontier seems to be a continuation of this vision. e frontier
may become o cially closed down, but adjacent to it, or perhaps tangential, is
oreau’s “westward tendency” for which the west need not be literally in the west,
but elsewhere, anyway away from the frontier. And it is again Turner who in 1896,
three years a er he published his essay, presented the frontier in a school dedication
in Portage as a paradise-like space of constant rejuvenation in which wildness
functioned as a constitutive outside of sorts, an outside whose tangential presence he
compared to a generous bank of nature which credits the endeavors of democracy:
PHULFD KD D DIHW YDOYH IRU RFLDO D JHU D ED N DFFR W R ZKLFK
WKH PLJKW FR WL DOO UDZ WR PHHW OR H 7KL ZD WKH YD W RFF SLH
domain that stretched from the borders of the settled area to the Paci c
FHD
1R JUDYH RFLDO SUREOHP FR O H[L W ZKLOH WKH ZLO HU H DW
WKH H JH RI FLYLOL]DWLR
VLF RSH H ZL H LW SRUWDO WR DOO ZKR ZHUH
RSSUH H WR DOO ZKR ZLWK WUR J DUP D
WR W KHDUW H LUH WR KHZ R W
D KRPH D D FDUHHU IRU WKHP HOYH
HUH ZD D RSSRUW LW IRU RFLDO
HYHORSPH W FR WL DOO WR EHJL RYHU DJDL ZKHUHYHU RFLHW JDYH LJ
RI EUHDNL J L WR FOD H
HUH ZD D PDJLF IR WDL RI R WK L ZKLFK
America continually bathed and was rejuvenated. (qtd. in Cullen 142)

What strikes Jim Cullen, from whose book I am quoting this passage, is “the elegiac
tone of Turner’s speech: he spoke in the past tense” (143). Perhaps bringing this
note of sadness in, Turner expresses a nostalgically rooted hope for reaching more
distant spheres of wilderness, more distant edges of civilization so as to make the
rejuvenating bathing available again. Yet Turner’s insistence on America’s turning her
back upon both Europe and the Atlantic Ocean, representative of what Henry Nash
Smith more generally called the agrarian tradition, “made it di cult for Americans
to think of themselves as members of a world community” (260). is tradition also
treated the oceans as protective moats that shielded the growth of America from
foreign frosts and blights (cf. Okihiro, 75). Gary Okihiro rightly notes in his paper
on the Paci c linkages with America that the maritime tradition was an equally
Eurocentric variant of Turner’s agrarianism as it “simply stressed the American side
of Atlantic civilization, and the connection charted by Columbus between America
and Europe remained the central feature of a more global view of U.S. history” (76).
However, as we have seen, oreau brought in the Paci c as an extended version of
the Mississippi, and he praised Columbus not so much for the discovery as for his
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already mentioned “westward tendency,” in which the discovery was but an incident
on the way to Asia.
ough you may name it America, it was more than the America that
Columbus discovered. oreau’s westward movement to Japan and China somehow
ascribes to him a vision, or rather an intuition, of a spiritually uni ed world in which,
or to which, America was but a passage. It does not really matter for oreau whether
the discovered space is in America or in Africa, and the little that is provided to
him in the woods is but a provision for a journey he encourages us to embark upon,
again evoking the name of Columbus: “Were preserved meats invented to preserve
meat merely? Nay, be a Columbus to whole new continents and worlds within you,
opening new channels, not of trade, but of thought. Every man is the lord of a realm
beside which the earthly empire of the Czar is but a petty state, a hummock le by
the ice” (286). e named earthly empires are posited here again as tangential to the
individual empire of exploration, and the explorer does not really care about naming
places. Even the cardinal directions of the world are not relevant for the experts “in
home-cosmography” practiced by one who chooses to be a Columbus, and oreau
at one point seems to be con ating Africa and the west: “What does Africa, what
does the West stand for?” (286). ough the impulse to open the channels of thought
comes to oreau from the American west, their strength of transportation leads
them away from any particular locations.
e idea of America as a passage was later in the nineteenth century taken
up by Walt Whitman, who, fascinated with the improvements of transportation
technology, saw in American railways one of the means to carry his mind to a realm
which may be named India, and which was not India. His poem “Passage to India”
(1871) radically breaks all borders and frontiers in search of a brotherhood of men
and souls for whom America is but a rondure on which the Paci c Railroad has been
built “Tying the Eastern to the Western sea / e road between Europe and Asia” (l.
64-65) and thus enabling approach to the East from the east. Equally important as the
construction of the Paci c Railroad was for Whitman the building of the Suez Canal,
which made India more easily approachable from the west. Whitman’s project in this
sometimes rhetorically convoluted poem is a kind of expertise home-cosmography
and topography in which nothing seems to be where it is and what it is:
D DJH WR PRUH WKD , LD
HFUHW RI WKH HDUWK D
N
I R
ZDWHU RI WKH HD
ZL L J FUHHN D ULYHU
Of you O woods and elds! of you strong mountains of my land!
I R
SUDLULH RI R JUD URFN
PRU L J UH
FOR
UDL D
O day and night, passage to you! (l. 233-38)

RZ

ere is some America in Whitman’s “more than India”—strong mountains, woods
and elds, prairies—but the continent, Ratan Bhattacharjee notes, “is celebrated as a
force of modernization. Whitman sees both [India and America] as caught up in an
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inexorable thrust toward globalization, where all countries are swept up in the same
push toward progress” (1493). e interconnection of the world is technologically
strengthened not only by the transcontinental railway, but also by the transatlantic
undersea cable, which is a part of the link between East and West and between Past
and Present: “ e seas inlaid with eloquent gentle wires; / Yet rst to sound, and ever
sound, the cry with thee O soul, / e Past! the Past! the Past!” (l. 5-9). is global
connectedness of the world enables the neighboring of times and places in which no
place is more central than others, in which no place, or state, is exceptional. India is
more than India because it reaches beyond itself, and so is America.
However outlandish Whitman’s poem may seem, it does express a craving for
what I have tentatively addressed here as “going west”—a continuation of Columbus’s,
however failed, passage to India—though no longer in the name of some monarch,
state, or nation, but in the name of a connectedness of people which America, quite
a long time ago now, incited—not only in John Donne.
If America is more than America, then the question of its identity becomes
slightly problematic, especially as an object of study. e question of what we study
when studying America, in the light of America’s interconnectedness with more or
less all bright and dark places of the world, also largely depends on where we study, as
this “where” may well be the more of America. Writing not so long ago, in 1916, about
a trans-national America, Randolph Bourne claimed that “we shall have to give up
the search for our native ‘American’ culture” (91). Having put the word “American”
in inverted commas, he still retained the possessive “our,” thus as it were delegating
the search to those who are American natives, though not necessarily Indians. What
slightly deconstructs this exclusive “we,” however, is Bourne’s simultaneous claim
that “there is no distinctively American culture” (91).
is last statement, which clearly questions the idea of American
exceptionalism, prompts Winfried Fluck to try to prove that Bourne’s idea also carries
with it traces of exceptionalism: “Bourne’s reinterpretation of American culture as a
transnational culture thus remains a theory about the di erence American culture
makes” (60). is makes the American di erence into a kind of exceptionalism,
especially in the light of Bourne’s use of such statements as “Only America… can
lead in this cosmopolitan enterprise” (Bourne 96, qtd. in Fluck 60). e next sentence
in Bourne’s text, however, makes the argument a little more complex, and writing
about Americans, though limiting them by some kind of belonging, opens up a space
which clearly may be called more than American:
O WKH PHULFD —D L WKL FDWHJRU , L FO H WKH PLJUDWRU DOLH
ZKR KD OLYH ZLWK
D FD JKW WKH SLR HHU SLULW D D H H RI HZ
RFLDO YL WD —KD WKH FKD FH WR EHFRPH WKDW FLWL]H RI WKH ZRUO
PHULFD
L FRPL J WR EH RW D DWLR DOLW E W D WUD
DWLR DOLW D ZHDYL J EDFN
D IRUWK ZLWK WKH RWKHU OD
RI PD WKUHD RI DOO L]H D FRORU
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e pioneer spirit, as we have seen, also moved Columbus westward, and the idea
of weaving with other lands was also an impulse of Whitman’s passage to more than
India. Bourne’s “migratory alien” is not an exceptional being; he or she may arrive
from any place in the world, and they need not be detached from their pasts which
constitute yet another sphere of Whitman’s passaging. e westward movement I am
discussing here carries within it both the past and the future, and if by exceptionalism
may be meant an attempt “to detach the United States’ history from comparable pasts”
(Kramer 1357), this detachment can only be postulated as an ideological project of
unity, a project which, in the case of de ning an object of study, may seem quite
useful, though it necessarily closes the frontier of exploration to what, in this case
America, is.
Fluck’s critique of Bourne’s transnational America from 1916 is, more
generally, a critique of transnational American studies for its fear of being accused
of exceptionalism: “One of the reasons why American Studies scholars are currently
hesitant to acknowledge that, although American culture may not have developed
autonomously, it has nevertheless developed under conditions of its own, is that
they are afraid of being accused of exceptionalism” (60). ough he claims that “the
development of a transnational perspective is a welcome new research agenda in
American Studies” (61), what this perspective somehow misses in his view is a clearly
de ned and delimited object of study, “a system of underlying premises about one’s
object of study and the best way to analyze it” without which we might be talking
about something more than there is, for example. Without such a system, we would
not only be unable to make meaningful claims about an object of interpretation, but
“[in] fact, we would not have any object” (62). We thus, as it seems, would not have
America, at least as it, or she, is. And we, be it inclusive or exclusive, do not have her.

***
In Editor’s Note to one of the issues of e Journal of Transnational American Studies,
Shelley Fisher Fishkin thus wrote about “our eld”:
The more we learn, it seems, the less we know. De nitions of our eld
WKDW PD KDYH DSSHDUH WR EH FOHDU D IHZ HDU DJR PD RZ DSSHDU WR
EH PRUH EO UUH RU SRUR WKD ZH WKR JKW :KDW L R U REMHFW RI W
:KDW PHWKR
R ZH H WR W
LW
ZH H OH O HEDWH WKH H ED LF
T H WLR
ZH RPHWLPH IHHO ZH PD EH I UWKHU DZD IURP UDWKHU
WKD FOR HU WR D ZHUL J WKH T H WLR : DW LV WUDQVQDWLRQDO PHULFDQ
W GLHV (4)

Being “further away,” as it seems, need not be a negative judgment, and the feeling of
loss is somehow inscribed within the predicament of any kind of American studies,
if only for the reason that it all started with Columbus’s going to the East by way of
going “further away” from it. His actions, Stephen Greenblatt notes, were “performed
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entirely for a world elsewhere” (56). What they have performed there, and how, seem
to be questions of relevance for transnational American Studies, regardless of where
the elsewhere may be.
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